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AXXIS™ Lubricants was founded in Poland in 1999 by graduates
of Linegal Chemicals Sp. z o. o. Warsaw.
The company started its activity with the production of car care
products. Poland's accession to the European Union contributed to
the development of the company, which later became a competitive
producer of oils and car care products in Eastern Europe.
In 2013, AXXIS™ Lubricants was transferred to the management
of the British investment group “D. B. Development Services LTD” UK,
which allowed to open production facilities in Slovenia and Ukraine.
This helped strengthen AXXIS market position.
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LUBRICANTS
AND PENETRATION FLUIDS
Silicone grease for rubber seals
and belts
200 ml 69021102828
450 ml 69021102827
500 ml 48021125058
An insulating, anti-friction and protective aerosol lubricant that does not
contain mineral oils and fats. Forms on the surface to be treated a continuous polymer layer of silicone molecules, giving the surface excellent water
/ dust repellent and antistatic properties. Designed for effective lubrication
of compounds, eliminate extraneous sounds (squeaks, crackles) that occur
during operation of the vehicle. Lubricates and restores the elasticity of rubber, prevents freezing of doors and trunk lid in the winter. Prevents and eliminates slippage of the drive belt (V-ribbed or V-ribbed) and related sounds.
It gives the drive belts elasticity and increases the service life, protecting
them from wear.

White lithium
grease spray

De-rust
lubricating

280 ml 48021125055
450 ml 48021125056
500 ml 48021125057

110 ml 48021013907
450 ml 48021013908
500 ml 48021125059

Aerosol lubricant is intended for
mechanisms that operate under
conditions of frequent and high
loads (bearings, hinges, guides,
chains, connections). Provides
protection from wear, corrosion, dirt,
dust and water. It is resistant to high
temperatures.

Liquid means allows you to quickly
and effectively disconnect rusty and
stuck threaded connections. It is
used for lubrication and protection
against corrosion of various movable
joints: door locks, hinges, fasteners.
Displaces moisture, does not evaporate, forms a film on the metal surface that protects against corrosion.

Chain spray

De-rust

45 ml

110 ml
250 ml
450 ml
500 ml

48021013900

Liquid lubricant is intended for lubrication of chains operating in various industries:
drive chains of combines, motor vehicles, conveyors, masts of forklift trucks, woodworking or metalworking equipment. The lubricant maintains working qualities in a
wide temperature range (- 35 … + 160 °С).
Due to the presence of antifriction fillers reduced wear of friction pairs in a dusty environment. In addition, the lubricant has high anti-corrosion, penetrating and anti-wear
properties, high adhesion (well retained on lubricated surfaces). Provides protection
of links and rollers of the drive chain against wear when moisture or sand gets on the
chain. Revitalizant, which is part of the lubricant, compensates for the current wear of
parts.

48021013923
48021013924
48021013927
69021099772

Liquid product with lubricating and penetrating properties eliminates
creaking in metal joints and mechanisms. It can be used both in cars and in
everyday life. Displaces moisture and provides protection against its further
penetration. Effectively cleans treated surfaces from rust, glue and other
contaminants, lubricates and protects them from corrosion. Allows you to
quickly and without breakdowns to separate the rusted and stuck threaded
connections.

LOW TEMPERATURE
START

ANTIFREEZE
AND COOLANT
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Low temperature start
450 ml 48021013919
Special aerosol with a high content of ether to start the
engine in the cold season. The composition contains
special lubricating components for the upper part of
the cylinders, preventing microsires when starting the
engine in cold weather.
Prevents starter and spark plug wear, reduces stress
on the battery and engine parts during starting.
It can be used for any gasoline and diesel engines.

GREEN G11 Сoolant
1 kg
5 kg
10 kg
214 kg

48021029824
48021029825
48021029826
48021035950

Coolant, ready to use, is made of premium ethylene glycol
and a package of functional additives.
The service life of 5 years.
Mixed with any coolant that does not contain nitrites,
amines, phosphates. Designed for all modern engines
exposed to high loads, especially with aluminum cylinder
blocks and block heads. Provides excellent protection of
the cooling system from freezing, corrosion and overheating, effectively protects against the formation of deposits. Keeps working qualities at ambient temperature not
lower than minus thirty five degrees

Antifreeze GREEN
concentrate G11
(-80° С)
1,5 L
4L
20 L
214 kg

48021106367
48021106368
48021106369
48391115296

Antifreeze-concentrated with a long service life for use in
modern internal combustion engines with liquid cooling
with a replacement interval of up to 5 years.
Due to its excellent properties, it meets the requirements
of numerous manufacturers and foreign standards and
even surpasses them. Perfectly protects engines from
corrosion and cavitation. It prevents the formation of
deposits and foaming. Protects hoses and gaskets.

G11
ECO

1,5 L
5L
20 L

48021231229
48021237017
48021231230

AUTOCHEMISTRY
ANTIFREEZE AND COOLANT

G12+
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Antifreeze BLUE G11
concentrate
(-80° С)

BLUE G11 Сoolant
1 kg
5 kg
10 kg

AUTOCHEMISTRY
ANTIFREEZE AND COOLANT

48021029830
48021029831
48021029832

Coolant, ready to use, is made of premium ethylene
glycol and a package of functional additives.
The service life of 5 years.
Mixed with any coolant that does not contain nitrites,
amines, phosphates. Designed for all modern engines
exposed to high loads, especially with aluminum cylinder blocks and block heads. Provides excellent protection of the cooling system from freezing, corrosion and
overheating, effectively protects against the formation
of deposits. Keeps working qualities at ambient temperature not lower than minus thirty five degrees.

1,5 L
4L
20 L
214 kg

48021106370
48021106371
48021106372
48391115297

Due to its excellent properties, it meets the requirements
of numerous manufacturers and foreign standards and
even surpasses them. Perfectly protects engines from
corrosion and cavitation. It prevents the formation of
deposits and foaming. Protects hoses and gaskets

G11
1,5 L
5L
20 L

1 kg
5 kg
10 kg
214 kg

48021029821
48021029822
48021029823
48021035949

Coolant, ready to use, is made on bipolar technology
from ethylene glycol of the premium and a package of
functional additives.

Antifreeze-concentrated with a long service life for use
in modern internal combustion engines with liquid cooling with a replacement interval of up to 5 years.

ECO

RED G12 Сoolant

48021231227
48021237016
48021231228

Service life is unlimited.
Mixed with any antifreeze that does not contain nitrites,
amines, phosphates. Designed for all modern engines
exposed to high loads, especially with aluminum cylinder blocks and block heads. Provides excellent protection of the cooling system from freezing, corrosion and
overheating, effectively protects against the formation
of deposits. Keeps working qualities at ambient temperature not lower than minus thirty five degrees.
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Antifreeze RED
concentrate
(-80° С)
1,5 L
4L
20 L
214 kg

48021106362
48021106363
48021106364
48391115295

Antifreeze-concentrated with a long service life for
use in modern internal combustion engines with liquid
cooling at intervals of replacement up to 8 years.
Due to its excellent properties, it meets the requirements
of numerous manufacturers and foreign standards and
even surpasses them. Perfectly protects engines from
corrosion and cavitation. It prevents the formation of
deposits and foaming. Protects hoses and gaskets.

ECO

1,5 L
5L
20 L

48021231231
48021237018
48021231232

WASHER
FLUIDS

AUTOCHEMISTRY
ANTIFREEZE AND COOLANT

G12
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Winter windshield
washer fluid
canister with a funnel, 4L
Black Ice
Bubble Gym
Forest
Watermelon
Love Iss
Marine Blue

48021110407
48021110408
48021110409
48021110410
48021031071
48021031072

Ready-to-use windshield washer with strong detergent effect.
Does not contain methyl alcohol. It can be used undiluted or mixed
with water. The surface-active substances that make up the washer fluid are effectively removed from the windshield or car headlights, grease stains and water-insoluble contaminants. Environmentally friendly,

YELLOW G12 Сoolant
1 kg
5 kg
10 kg

48021029827
48021029828
48021029829

Coolant, ready to use, is made of premium ethylene
glycol and a package of functional additives.
The service life of 5 years.
Mixed with any coolant that does not contain nitrites,
amines, phosphates. Designed for all modern engines
exposed to high loads, especially with aluminum cylinder blocks and block heads. Provides excellent protection of the cooling system from freezing, corrosion and
overheating, effectively protects against the formation
of deposits. Keeps working qualities at ambient temperature not lower than minus thirty five degrees.

Antifreeze VIOLET G13
concentrate
(-80° С)
1,5 L
4L

48021106365
48021106366

Antifreeze-concentrated with a long service life for use
in modern internal combustion engines with liquid cooling at intervals of replacement up to 8 years.
Due to its excellent properties, it meets the requirements of numerous manufacturers and foreign standards and even surpasses them. Perfectly protects
engines from corrosion and cavitation. It prevents the
formation of deposits and foaming. Protects hoses and
gaskets.

G13

Does not contain methanol, acetone and acids. Does not cause
light refraction. Does not aggressively affect paint coatings.
Use at ambient temperature not lower than -22 ° C is allowed.

Summer windshield
washer fluid
canister with a funnel, 4L
Fresh
Floral
Caramel
Bubble Gum
Forest

48391093978
48391093979
48391093980
48391093981
48391094315

Ready-to-use windshield washer with strong detergent effect.
It can be used undiluted or mixed with water. The surface-active
substances that make up the washer fluid are effectively removed
from the windshield and car headlights, fatty spots and water-insoluble contaminants, including insects.
Environmentally friendly, does not contain methanol, acetone and
acids. Does not cause light refraction. Does not aggressively affect
paint coatings. It is allowed to use at ambient temperature not
lower than -2° C.

BRAKE FLUID
ADDITIVES

WASHING LIQUIDS
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DOT4
brake fluid
0,5 L
1,0 L

48021106374
48021106373

Working fluid for hydraulic brake systems of any cars. It has an extremely high
boiling point and resistance to evaporation, thereby providing reliable protection
against steam plugs and a high level of safety while driving. Perfectly balanced
fluid viscosity ensures stable brakes at any time of the year and under any driving
style - both in urban areas with frequent stops and starts, and in extreme conditions of high-speed driving on the highway with sharp and prolonged braking.
Contains special anti-corrosion additives, which guarantee reliable protection of all
metal elements of the system against rust, and lubricating properties effectively
prevent jamming of moving parts.

Engine oil treatment
360 ml 48021013913
Eliminates engine smoke. Increases compression and power. Reduces friction and protects the engine from wear. Cleans the lubrication system from
carbon deposits and prevents coking of the piston rings.
The additive is compatible with all types of motor oils.

Super oil treatment MOTOR DOCTOR
450 ml 48021013914
The additive is based on polymeric chemicals that increase the viscosity index, which
significantly improves the viscosity-temperature range of oil use, but the additive does
not affect the low-temperature properties of the oil. It has full compatibility with modern
synthetic and mineral motor oils for gasoline and diesel engines.
The technology that increases the viscosity index of motor oil fully complies with the
requirements for modern universal motor oils. The additive stabilizes the viscosity of the
engine oil depending on the operating conditions, which is especially important with frequent changes in shear loads between the piston and the cylinder. While maintaining the
viscosity grade of engine oil, the additive provides the best lubricating properties, thereby
reducing the wear of the cylinder-piston group.

Motor flush

Cooling system flush

450 ml 48021013933

360 ml 48021013915

Means for flushing the engine is used to neutralize
sediment and dirt, remove deposits and wear products
of engine parts. Cleans the lubrication system and filter
grids of the oil inlets. In the process of washing provides
reliable lubrication, preventing wear of engine parts.

Means for rapid removal of rust, scale, calcium and other deposits from the cooling system. Neutral and safe
for metal, rubber and plastic parts. Suitable for all types
of liquid cooling and heating systems.

Thanks to the detergent-dispersant additives of a unique
composition, highly efficient and safe removal of deposits, resins and varnishes (including from the engine oil
pan) is ensured.
Compatible with all mineral and synthetic oils. Applicable for flushing any gasoline and diesel engines, including with and without turbocharging, as well as equipped
with a catalytic converter.

SERVICE CLEANERS

AUTOCHEMISTRY
SERVICE CLEANERS
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Brake cleaner

Carburetor cleaner

450 ml 48021013918

200 ml 48021013929
450 ml 48021013928
500 ml 69021099773

Brake and clutch cleaner is designed for quick and easy removal of technical fluids,
oil and other contaminants from brake discs, pads and drums. Eliminates squeak,
increases braking efficiency, reduces wear and heat of brake system mechanisms.
Allows you to clean the brake mechanisms without dismantling. It prevents jamming
of brake cylinders.

Contact cleaner

Designed for quick and high-quality cleaning of carbon deposits, carbon
deposits and dirt components of the carburetor - the system idling, the channels of the carburetor, throttle valves, air and fuel jets. It also helps clean the
intake valves and the piston heads. Normalizes blending without disassembling the carburetor. Allows you to adjust the carburetor to achieve minimum
gas mileage and reduce exhaust emissions. Safe for oxygen sensors and
catalytic converters.

450 ml 48391117580

Air conditioner cleaner

The cleaner contains special components that loosen and remove oxide films, reduce
contact resistance. Improves the reliability of the car electrics. It is water repellent and
protects against corrosion. Neutral to plastics, rubber and paintwork surfaces.

500 ml 48021013917

It is used to service the components of the electric systems of vehicles: plug-in
connections, terminals, lamp bases, cable switches, circuit elements, relays, ignition
distributors, interrupters, starters, generators, antennas, electrical connectors, etc.

Effectively and quickly removes harmful microorganisms (fungi, mold, bacteria, spores) and the smell in the evaporator and the air ducts of the air
conditioner without the need for disassembly. Prevents the appearance of
microorganisms harmful to humans and odor. Restores performance and
prolongs the life of the air conditioner. It has a pleasant smell. Safe for humans and animals. It can be used in household air conditioning systems.

Fuel injector cleaner

Diesel system cleaner

50 ml 48021013905
250 ml 48021013906

50 ml 48021013903
250 ml 48021013904

Normalizes and maintains fuel injection at a given level. Cleans,
lubricates and prevents clogging of fuel injectors. It prevents the
formation of deposits and deposits on the valves and in the combustion chamber.

Highly concentrated cleaner is designed to handle fuel injector nozzles and
other elements of the fuel system. Eliminates detonation, improves efficiency,
reduces emissions, prevents corrosion of the fuel system. Removes resinous,
varnish and spongy deposits on the intake valves and carbon deposits in the
combustion chamber.

Improves the acceleration of the car.
Reduces gas mileage and exhaust emissions. It is recommended
to clean the injectors every 3–5 thousand kilometers.

Restores the throughput of fuel injectors, the normal thermal mode of the engine and the uniformity of the idling speed. Prevents subsequent contamination of the injectors and fuel system, as well as prevents corrosion. Facilitates
engine start. Safe for catalytic converters, oxygen sensors and turbochargers.
Compatible with engine parts materials.

HANDWASH
PASTE

SEALANTS
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Exhaust system repair
set, 1200° С
0,4 kg 48021108288
0,65 kg 48021108289
7 kg
48021108290

30 g

High-temperature ceramic sealant for repair
of exhaust systems provides tightness of
connections when installing exhaust systems,
eliminates the breakthrough of exhaust gases
through small burnt holes and cracks. The kit
includes steel reinforcing mesh. Maintains
heating to temperature of 1200° C.

Cleans the skin of hands after contact with lubricants, oils, rubber, lime, cement, graphite, soot and other
pollutants. It is used not only for automasters, but also for joiners, locksmiths, welders and professionals
in other areas. Does not harm the skin, even with constant use. Does not belong to chemically hazardous
substances, has passed all medical and dermatological checks and is recognized as safe for the skin
microflora.
Due to the unique detergency and lack of irritation, it is possible to use a paste without water. You just
need to put the paste on your hands, grind and remove the remnants of the paste and dirt with rags.

FLUID TO REDUCE EMISSIONS
IN THE EXHAUST GAS SYSTEM SCR
ANALOGUE

ADBLUE
10 kg
20 kg
1000 kg

48391046769
48391046770
48391046772

Reagent used to reduce nitrogen
oxides in exhaust gases of diesel
engines of EURO-4 / EURO-5 /
EURO-6 standard, equipped with
an SCR system.

48021007527

Sealant for exhaust
systems repair,
1200° С
75 g

Joint sealant
black

48021007528

Sealant for the repair of the muffler and exhaust
pipe reliably seals the holes and leaks in the
muffler and exhaust pipes. Makes connections to newly installed nodes more reliable.
Maintains heating to temperature of 1200° C.

310 ml 48021007526
Polyurethane body sealant to
seal and connect the various elements of the body. It has good
insulating properties.
One-component sealant hardens in the process of interaction
with air, after curing it remains
elastic, non-shrinkable, odorless. It can be painted with
all enamels. Quickly hardens,
resistant to moisture.

High temperature
silicone sealant
copper
32 g

48021007884

Copper silicone adhesive sealant, high temperature. It is used for sealing and pressurization
flexible flanges. Fills voids and irregularities,
creating a reliable seal.
Possesses good adhesion with metal, glass,
natural and synthetic fibers, wood, ceramics,
silicone rubbers, most plastics. Used also for
electrical insulation. It is used at temperatures
- 66 … + 370 °С.

AUTOCHEMISTRY
SEALANTS
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Sealant
gray
32 g
85 g

Sealant
red

48021007888
48021007887

Silicone sealant on a neutral basis (odorless), high-temperature (up to 343 °C). Specially designed for the repair
of internal combustion engines. Ideal for sealing the
crankcase cover, thermostat housing, intake manifold,
sump pan, water pump.

32 g
48021007889
85 g (+ glue) 48021007890
Multipurpose gasket sealant is designed to repair or replace virtually all gaskets found in a car. The sealant takes
any shape and withstands compression, tension and shear.
Resistant to vehicle oils, water, antifreeze, gasoline and
brake fluid. Keeps working properties to 343° C.

Does not collapse under the influence of technical
liquids (except for gasoline). Safe for sensors (lambda
probes, etc.).
Resistant to oil, antifreeze, water.

Sealant
clear
32 g
85 g

48021007885
48021007886

Transparent, waterproof silicone adhesive sealant
for a wide range of uses. Keeps elasticity and water
resistance in a wide range of temperatures -75 … + 260 °C.
Fills the voids and leaks. Used for installation, repair
and sealing of automotive glass, hatches and lighting
devices, interior trim panels, dashboards.
Due to its characteristics, it can be used outside and
inside the car, including in the engine compartment.
It is used as a versatile material for the replacement of
regular (solid) gaskets. It has good adhesion with glass,
plastic, metal, rubber, wood, ceramics. Withstands
shock and vibration loads.
It is used to seal the enclosures of electrical appliances,
wires and contacts. Resistant to aggressive media and
automotive fluids.

Sealant
black
32 g
48021007891
85 g (+ glue) 48021007892
Multipurpose gasket sealant is designed to repair or replace almost all
gaskets found in a car. Sealant takes
any form and successfully compress,
stretch and shift.
Resistant to vehicle oils, water,
antifreeze, gasoline and brake fluid.
Keeps working properties to 260° C.

ADHESIVES

AUTOCHEMISTRY
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Glue for plastics Epoxy-Plastic
20 g
syringe 30 g

48021007901
48021007899

Designed for fast and ultra strong bonding of all types of plastic parts:
bumpers, headlights, spoilers, etc. At room temperature, the mixture hardens within 5 minutes. After 30 minutes, polymerization occurs at 80%. Full
hardening occurs in 2-3 hours. It is shock resistant. Due to its transparent
matte consistency, this product is suitable for cosmetic repairs, as well as
for filling cracks and voids, erroneously drilled holes, etc.

Glue for metal Epoxy-Metal
Engine leak stopper

Tire weld

360 ml 48021013902

450 ml 48021013911

Sealant for the lubrication system is designed to eliminate the leakage of motor oil through gaskets, seals and
other seals due to their aging, deformation, hardening
and cracking.

Sealant for tires is designed for quick and effective
repair of tubeless tires of motorcycles, cars and trucks.
Instantly seals damage to a tire up to 6 mm in size, at
the same time pumping up the tire.

Restores the elasticity and geometric dimensions
of gaskets and gaskets. Compatible with all types
of motor oils.

Does not require the use of additional tools. Does not
lead to unbalance wheels. Non-toxic, odorless. Safe for
tires, does not cause corrosion.

20 g
syringe 30 g

48021007902
48021007900

Designed for fast and reliable bonding of steel, aluminum, brass, copper,
iron, tin, lead and various alloys, as well as ceramics, concrete and wood.
Hardens within 4 minutes. Full polymerization is achieved in 2–3 hours.
At the same time, the compound acquires high mechanical shear strength
(3–5 N / mm²) and withstands temperatures up to 150° C. Suitable for filling
cracks and voids, mistakenly drilled holes, for restoring damaged threads,
and also as a putty for repairing flat surfaces.

Super glue
3g
tablet 3 g × 12 pcs.

48021007898
48021007897

Designed for instant bonding of metal, plastic, wood, rubber and other
non-porous surfaces, with the exception of some types of plastics, Teflon,
foam rubber and fabric. Resistant to temperature extremes and most
chemicals.

Cooling system leak stopper
360 ml 48021013916
Reliable and fast-acting remedy to eliminate leaks in any cooling systems.
Suitable for sealing radiators, cylinder blocks, heating systems operating
on antifreeze, cylinder head gaskets.
In addition, this sealant incorporates an effective lubricant for water pumps
and corrosion inhibitors.

Rear view mirror adhesive
48021007525
Especially strong and quick-setting glue. In addition to the main purpose (gluing the rearview mirror to glass) can be used in all cases of metal-glass, metal-metal, glass-glass
compounds.

COLD WELDING

THREAD LOCK
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Epoxy glue-putty
EPOXY STEEL
28 g
57 g
tablet 5 g × 6 pcs.
tablet 10 g × 6 pcs.

48021007893
48021007894
48021007895
48021007896

The material increases its volume during
curing, which can be used for the cork effect.
Thus, repair is possible in case of liquid leakage from the damaged unit or even under water
(for plumbing, boats, yachts, hydrocycles, etc.).

Thread locking
blue

Thread locking
red

10 g
50 g

10 g
50 g

48021007903
48021007904

48021007905
48021007906

Medium fix, removable. Universal remedy for fixing
threaded connections with a diameter greater than 6
mm. Creates a strong elastic compound that does not
lose its properties over time. Seals the connection and
gives it vibration resistance. Resistant to most chemicals. Easily removed with hand tools.

Strong fixation, non-removable. Universal remedy for
fixing threaded connections with a diameter of up to
25 mm, which do not require frequent disassembly.
Creates a strong elastic compound that does not lose
its properties over time. Seals the connection and gives
it vibration resistance. Resistant to most chemicals.

• in vehicles — for fuel tanks, radiators, silencers, battery housings,
crankcase pans, block heads, body and body parts;

Dries in 20–30 minutes on most metal surfaces.
Full hardening takes place in 24 hours.

Dries in 20–30 minutes on most metal surfaces.
Full hardening takes place in 24 hours.

• in everyday life — for furniture, plumbing, hot and cold water
pipes, aquariums, tools, glass and mirrors, garden tools and
much more.

Temperature condition: - 59 … + 149 °С.

Temperature condition: - 59 … + 149 °С.

Shear stress limit: 11 MPa (1600 psi).

Shear stress limit: 20 MPa (3000 psi).

The material increases its volume during solidification, which can
be used for the effect of cork. Thus, repair is possible when fluid
leaks from a damaged unit or even under water (for plumbing,
boats, yachts, jet skis).

It is used to seal hydraulic and pneumatic fittings, valve
cover bolts, crankcase sump bolts, as well as in any case
when it is necessary to replace spring split washers.

Used to seal hydraulic and pneumatic fittings, valve cover bolts, crankcase sump bolts, as well as in any case
when it is necessary to replace spring split washers.

Epoxy adhesive putty with hardening additive of steel powder.
Glues metal, wood, ceramics, glass, plastic. The agent is resistant
to aggressive media and retains its properties to a temperature of
+ 260 °C. The material is waste-free and easy to use. It can be used
for repair, restoration and production of a wide range of products:

After complete polymerization, the material can be machined
on a lathe, polished, drilled, threaded, and painted.

After complete polymerization, the material
allows machining, grinding, drilling, threading,
and painting.

CAR COSMETICS

POLISHES
AND CONDITIONERS
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CAR SHAMPOO

Car shampoo
Bubble Gum 5 kg
Bubble Gum 10 kg

48021108450
48021108451

Сookie 1 kg
Сookie 5 kg
Сookie 10 kg

48021108452
48021108453
48021108454

Concentrated shampoo for manual washing of the car with increased foaming and the possibility of applying to the car body using a foam kit. It forms
a resistant foam that stays on the surface for a long time. Effectively cleans
the car paintwork from dirt, soot, oil stains, salts and other heavy operational impurities. Does not irritate the skin of the hands.

Dashboard polish
Orange 200 ml
Orange 450 ml

48021013942
48021013952

Cherry 200 ml
Cherry 450 ml
Cherry 650 ml

48021013939
48021013949
48021013893

Concentrated shampoo
with polish

Jasmine 200 ml
Jasmine 450 ml
Jasmine 650 ml

48021013940
48021013950
48021013895

500 ml
2000 ml

Lavender 650 ml

48021013897

48021013936
48021013937

Concentrated shampoo with wax for manual car wash. It has increased
foaming and has the ability to apply to the car body using foamer.
Forms resistant foam that remains on the surface for a long time. Effectively
cleans the paintwork of the car from dirt, soot, oil stains, salts and other
heavy operational pollution. Does not irritate the skin of the hands.

Designed to clean, update and protect the instrument
panel, upholstery vinyl, leather, plastic, wood. Protects
them from aging and cracking, restores structure.
Perfectly protects from dust, dirt and brining. It has
antistatic effect. Does not create oily gloss

Lemon 200 ml
Lemon 450 ml
Lemon 650 ml

48021013941
48021013951
48021013896

Apple 200 ml
Apple 450 ml
Apple 650 ml

48021013943
48021013953
48021013898

Strawberry 200 ml
Strawberry 450 ml
Strawberry 650 ml

48021013944
48021013954
48021013899

Used inside and outside the car to
update moldings and plastic parts.
In everyday life — to update leather
furniture, shoes, bags, etc.

ANTI FOGGING AGENT

CAR COSMETICS
POLISHES AND CONDITIONERS
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Leather protectant

Anti fogging agent

500 ml 48021013921

118 ml 48021013901

Universal cleaner-conditioner perfectly cleans natural and synthetic skin.
Restores and softens the skin structure due to the content of lanolin, protects the surface from burnout and cracking. Moisturizes the skin, returning
it to its original appearance. Solvent free, non-toxic.

Prevents fogging inside the car. Effective means to prevent moisture condensation
on the inner surface of the glass of the car. Allows you to avoid the undesirable
effect of fogging glasses in cool and wet weather.

Ideal for use with all types of leather upholstery, can be used in everyday life.

Plastic polish antistatic
120 ml (with sponge)
300 ml (with sponge)

48021013946
48021013945

120 ml
300 ml

48021013948
48021013947

Due to the content in the composition of natural wax, the tool cleans and
polishes plastic, wooden and rubber surfaces. It refreshes colors, leaves no
stains and gives the surfaces an antistatic effect that prevents the dust from
re-settling. It has a pleasant aroma.
Designed to care for the dashboard, bumpers and plastic elements of the car.

ANTICORROSION COATING
CHROME SPRAY PAINT

Rubberize undercoat
500 ml 48021013922

Auto body
wax
230 g

Anti-corrosion rubber-bituminous coating based on high-strength polymer for
anti-corrosion treatment of metal parts of the car body (bottom, sills, wheel
arches, lower door panels). Creates a chemically resistant, impact resistant,
waterproof coating that prevents the occurrence of corrosion and rust.
The composition has sound-absorbing properties, reducing noise in the car.
Extends the life of the body.

48021013938

The paste is made from natural carnauba wax and polishing agents. Acting at the
molecular level, nanoparticles with improved surface penetration provide tighter
adhesion to the paintwork of the car, effectively removing microscratches on the body
and giving the coating unsurpassed dirt and water repellency. Carnauba wax provides
long-lasting smoothness and lasting deep luster.
The product is especially effective on dark and bright color coatings due to the content of a special anti-scratch agent. The paste forms an ultra-thin film on the surface
that protects the car from the effects of salts, road chemicals, acids, alkalis, ultraviolet
radiation and other aggressive environmental influences.

Chrome spray paint
330 ml 48021013934
Spray can be used to paint the elements of optics. It is allowed to paint the wheels,
as well as any plastic, metal and wooden surfaces of various objects for both internal
and external works. After drying, non-toxic.

ACTIVE FOAM

CAR COSMETICS
ACTIVE FOAM
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Active Foam Light
1L
5L
20 L

48021214977
48021214978
48021214979

Medium concentrated agent for non-contact car wash.
Easily removes road dust, dirt, insect marks and oil
products. Easy to wash off.
Does not harm coatings from non-ferrous metal alloys,
contains anti-corrosion additives.

Ultra Foam Cleaner
3 in 1

Professional Foam
for Trucks

1L
5L

1L
5L
20 L

48021214980
48021214981

Means for non-contact car wash with increased concentration of active substances. Suitable for cleaning cars,
motorcycles, trailers and boats. Easily removes road
dust, dirt, insect marks and oil products. Easy to wash
off. Does not harm coatings made of non-ferrous metal
alloys, contains anti-corrosion additives.
Compatible with all types of dosing systems in self-service
car washes.

Motor Professional
1L

48021214987

An effective product for cleaning spare parts, assemblies and assemblies, as well as surfaces
from operational and technological pollution. Effectively corrodes mud deposits, destroying
their structure without harming the objects that are being cleaned. Easily removes oil-mud,
asphalt-resinous deposits. It also removes scale, carbon deposits, industrial dust, shavings
and abrasives, scale, slags, lapping pastes, wear products during running-in. Has a degreasing
effect. Does not contain solvent.

48021214982
48021214983
48021214984

Highly concentrated agent for non-contact car wash.
Including special equipment, trucks and commercial
vehicles. Specially formulated to remove stubborn dirt
from tarpaulins, tank trucks or trucks.
Optimal for removing road dirt, dust and oil pollution.
The tool remains effective when working in low temperatures and in cold water. Contains anti-corrosion
additives.

Motor Сompartment
1L
5L

48021214985
48021214986

A moderate concentration cleaner for removing dirt in
the engine compartment of cars. Effectively removes
oil stains, road dust and other dirt. Penetrates quickly,
cleans effectively.
No effort required for mechanical cleaning. It does not
contain solvents, it is safe for plastic, rubber, and also
the paint and varnish surface (LCP) of the car.

FLAVORS

CLEANERS
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Foam cleaner
200 ml 48021013910
650 ml 48021013909
Foam cleaner is designed to remove a variety of dirt and stains from products made
of fabric, velor, carpeting, etc. Quickly removes even deeply gripped dirt. Removes
unpleasant odors and refreshes the air inside the car. Gives materials antistatic
properties.
The cleaner removes most of the fresh stains from tea, coffee, milk, juice, blood,
lipstick, lube oil, etc.
It is used to clean the entire car interior, including vinyl and plastic upholstery,
instrument panel, moldings.

Universal foam cleaner
650 ml 48021013912
It is intended for removal of various pollution and spots from products from
fabric, velor, carpets, etc. Quickly removes even deep-seated dirt. Eliminates
unpleasant odors and refreshes the air in the car. Gives materials antistatic
properties.
The cleaner removes most of the fresh stains from tea, coffee, milk, juice,
blood, lipstick, lube oil and other stubborn stains. It is used to clean the
entire car interior, including vinyl and plastic upholstery, instrument panel,
moldings.

Upholstery cleaner
500 ml 48021013920
The versatile, non-toxic, highly concentrated cleaner is suitable for cleaning
the entire car interior: woven, velor and carpet, any painted and unpainted
plastic and vinyl surfaces.
Thanks to its unique formula, it removes even deeply ingrained dirt: difficult
to remove stains from tea, coffee, milk, juice, blood, lipstick, machine oil and
other household pollutants. It has antistatic properties. Contains a special
neutralizer that eliminates unpleasant odors. Suitable for domestic use.

“Wood” flavors
7 ml
Bubble gum
New Car
Vanilla
Lemon
Ocean
Pinacolada
Strawberry
Watermelon

48021135357
48021135358
48021135359
48021135360
48021135361
48021135362
48021135363
48021135364

tablet (16 pcs., 8 flavors)
48021135365

“Wood Duos”
flavors
tablet
24 pcs., 12 flavors
48021150730

FLAVORS

FLAVORS
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“Infiniti” flavors
car & home perfume gel
50 ml
“Concept” flavors
8 ml
Black&Gold
Coconut
Lemon
New Car
Ocean
Bubble gum
Strawberry
Vanilla

48021135372
48021135373
48021135374
48021135375
48021135376
48021135377
48021135378
48021135379

tablet (16 pcs., 8 flavors)
48021135380

“Cool Balls Bags”
flavors
25 g
Tutti Frutti
Bubble Gum
Lemon
New Car
Vanilla

48021135366
48021135367
48021135368
48021135369
48021135370

Boss
Bubble Gum

48021135381
48021135382

“Prestige” premium
car & home perfume gel
50 ml
Ice Tea Peach
Black Coffee
Chocolate caramel
Ice Aqua
New Car
Tutti Frutti

48021135383
48021135384
48021135385
48021135386
48021135387
48021135388

“Secret Cube” premium
car & home perfume gel
50 ml
Millionaire
Vanilla French
Papaya

48021135389
48021135390
48021135391

tablet (15 pcs., 5 flavors)
48021135371

“Bliss” flavors
tablet (24 pcs., 8 flavors)
48021150731

ISOLATION

ISOLATION
ISOLATING TAPES
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ISOLATING
TAPES
Polyvinyl chloride
based isolating tape
10 m
black
blue
red
white

10 m × 19 mm
10 m × 19 mm
10 m × 19 mm
10 m × 19 mm

48391046563
48391046564
48391046565
48391046566

20 m
black
blue
red

20 m × 19 mm 48391046560
20 m × 19 mm 48391046561
20 m × 19 mm 48391046562

Used in construction and electrical work for winding wires
and cables to isolate them.

Isolating tape fabric fireproof
black

20 m × 19 mm 48391046569

Durable viscose fiber refractory tape with acrylic coating with
adhesive layer of natural rubber. Used for the manual production
of wiring harness in the car cabin and in the engine compartment.

anti creak

20 m × 19 mm 48391046570

High-quality fabric electrical tape, which is highly resistant to
aggressive media, is made of polyester for continuous and spiral
winding of cable fittings and wiring harnesses.
Also used to protect wiring harnesses located in the car. It has
good sound insulation properties.

Self-adhesive rubber
tape for pipe repair
19 mm × 3,5 m
19 mm × 5,0 m
50 mm × 2,0 m
70 mm × 1,0 m

48391046574
48391113004
48391113005
48391113006

Self-adhesive rubber tape for insulation and
repair of pipes. Effectively isolates and protects against corrosion various metal components of automotive, industrial, household
and construction equipment operating under
pressure, at high temperatures and in a wet
and aggressive environment.
Resistant to ultraviolet radiation, mechanical
loads, acids, alkalis. It has high electrical insulating properties.
It has no adhesive layer, polymerizes when
winding and creates a dense and durable
layer-bandage, “baking” into a homogeneous
mass. Fits complex shapes well, does not slip.
Allows you to quickly eliminate leaks water,
fuel and air nozzles.

DOUBLE-SIDED
ADHESIVE TAPES
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Double-sided adhesive tape
10 mm × 5 m
15 mm × 5 m
20 mm × 5 m

48391046571
48391046572
48391046573

It is characterized by plasticity, moisture resistance, high vibration
damping ability, improved adhesion and distribution of tensions,
resistance to high temperatures.

Double-sided adhesive tape RED
professional
10 mm × 5 m
15 mm × 5 m
20 mm × 5 m

48391113007
48391113008
48391113009

Designed for attaching parts of plastic (exterior and interior) to
car bodies: moldings, inserts, gaskets, car mirrors, an additional
braking signal, etc. Due to the unique structure of acrylic foam,
the tape has excellent strength and adhesive characteristics,
surpassing all existing neoprene tapes in the quality of bonding.

MASKING TAPE
Masking tape
18 mm × 20 m
38 mm × 20 m

48391046567
48391046568

Masking tape based on thick crepe paper. Used in the repair and
painting works. Provides good adhesion even to uneven surfaces.
Easily and without residues removed from the surface when
removed immediately after drying the paint. Removed without
damage or tears.

OLIVES

ENGINE OILS
FOR PASSENGER TRANSPORT

OLIVES
ENGINE OILS FOR PASSENGER TRANSPORT
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5W-30 C3 504/507
fully synthetic

5W-40 A3/B4 Gold Sint
fully synthetic

exceeds: ACEA C3, A3/B4 • GM dexos 2 • MB 229.51
VW 504.00/507.00 • BMW Longlife-04

exceeds: API SN/CF • ACEA A3/B4, A3/B3
ILSAC GF-4 • MB-Approval 229.3, 229.1 • BMW Longlife-01
VW Standard 502.00/505.00 • GM-LL-B-025

1L
4L

48021043866
48021043865

Fully synthetic engine oil class Low SAPS, designed for use in gasoline and diesel engines of passenger
cars and minibuses.
viscosity index ............................................... 166
flash point ...................................................... 234° С
fluidity loss temperature . ............................. -42° С
sulphate ash . ................................................. 0.65 % mass.

5W-30 Gold Sint
fully synthetic
exceeds: API SN/CF • ACEA A3/B4, A3/B3 • ILSAC GF-4
MB-Approval 229.5 • VW 502.00/505.00 • BMW Longlife-01
Renault RN0700 • Opel LL-A/B-025
1L
4L

48021043867
48021043868

Fully synthetic motor oil for use in gasoline and diesel engines of passenger cars, minibuses and light
trucks of the latest generation in all modes of operation, as well as in liquefied gas engines.
viscosity index ..............................................
flash point .....................................................
fluidity loss temperature . ............................
alkaline number ............................................

167
235° С
-42° С
10.1 mg KoH/g

1L
4L

48021043869
48021043870

60 L
200 L

48021043871
48021043872

Universal synthetic motor oil with the highest performance characteristics, made on GROUP ІV base
and intended for use in gasoline and diesel engines of passenger cars and minibuses. Also suitable
for passenger cars, minibuses and light trucks with liquefied gas engines.
viscosity index ............................................... 170
flash point ...................................................... 230° С
fluidity loss temperature . ............................. -40° С
alkaline number ............................................. 10.5 mg KoH/g

10W-40 LPG Power A
semi-synthetic
exceeds: ACEA A3/B4 • API SL/CF • MB 229.1
VW 500.00/502.00/505.00
1 L 48021043873
4 L 48021043874
20 L 48021043875

60 L
200 L

48021043876
48021043877

Semi-synthetic motor oil for passenger cars and light commercial vehicles with propane-butane (LPG) and
methane (CNG) engines.
viscosity index ............................................... 155
flash point ...................................................... 230° С
fluidity loss temperature . ............................. 36° С
alkaline number ............................................. 7.1 mg KoH/g

ENGINE OILS
FOR COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT

OLIVES
ENGINE OILS FOR PASSENGER TRANSPORT
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10W-40 Power X
semi-synthetic

10W-40 LS Truck

exceeds: API SN/CF • ACEA A3/B4 • MB 229.51 • BMW Longlife LL-01
Renault RN0700, RN0710 • VW 502.00/505.00
1L
4L

48021043878
48021043879

20 L
60 L

48021043880
48021043881

200 L

48021043882

Highly efficient semi-synthetic engine oil is intended for use in high-performance gasoline and diesel engines of passenger cars and light trucks, including turbocharged ones. Manufactured with a low content of
ash compounds, phosphorus and sulfur (Low SAPS). Protects complex exhaust gas cleaning systems (DPF,
CPF, CAT, etc.).
viscosity index ........................................ 156
flash point ............................................... 230° С

fluidity loss temperature . ...................... -38° С
alkaline number ...................................... 7.8 mg KoH/g

exceeds: API CI-4/SL • ACEA A3/B4, A3/B3 • VW 505.00
MB 229.1 • Renault RN 0700
48021043883
48021043884

20 L
60 L

48021043885
48021043886

200 L

48021043887

Semi-synthetic engine oil for diesel engines of passenger cars and light commercial vehicles, including
those equipped with turbocharging systems. Provides easy cold start of the engine and its reliable lubrication. Minimizes sludge and soot formation in the engine.
viscosity index ..................................... 159
flash point ............................................ 230° С

fluidity loss temperature . ................... -37° С
alkaline number ................................... 10.2 mg KoH/g

15W-40 Power M
mineral motor oil
48021043888

4L

48021043889

200 L

48021043890

Mineral engine oil designed for high-speed gasoline and diesel four-stroke engines, including those
equipped with a catalytic converter or turbocharging.
viscosity index ......................................
density at 15° С .....................................
kinematic viscosity at 40° С ................
kinematic viscosity at 100° С ..............

1L
4L

48021043895
48021043896

20 L
200 L

48021043897
48021043898

High-performance motor oil SHPD (Super High Performance Diesel) is designed for use in high-load diesel
engines of heavy and light trucks, which are operated in extreme conditions. Can be used in Euro-3, Euro-4
and Euro-5 engines equipped with an EGR exhaust gas recirculation system and / or a selective SCR catalytic converter system.

15W-40 LS Truck
SHPD
exceeds: API CH-4 • ACEA A3/B4, E7 • MB 228.3/229.1
MAN 271 • Volvo VDS-3 • Renault RLD-2
1L
4L

48021043891
48021043892

20 L
200 L

48021043893
48021043894

Diesel engine oil of the class SHPD (Super High Performance Diesel), satisfying the increased performance requirements, is designed for the most severe conditions of operation in high-power turbocharged
engines without a particulate filter that comply with EURO-2, EURO-3 standards. It has an extended
replacement interval.

exceeds: API SJ/CF • ACEA A3/B3 • MB 229.1
1L

exceeds: API CI-4/SL • ACEA E7 (E5, E3) • MAN M 3275-1
MB-Approval 228.3 • Volvo VDS-3 • Scania LDF • Renault RLD-2/RLD
Cummins CES 20076/-7/-8 • DAF HP-2 • MACK EO-N

viscosity index ............................................... 160
flash point ...................................................... 238° С
fluidity loss temperature . ............................. -37° С
alkaline number ............................................. 9.9 mg KoH/g

10W-40 DZL Light
semi-synthetic

1L
4L

SHPD

172
flash point ............................................. 240° С
0.85 g/сm³
fluidity loss temperature . .................... -32° С
87.8 mm²/sec alkaline number .................................... 7.1 mg KoH/g
14.5 mm²/sec

viscosity index ............................................... 149
flash point....................................................... 232° С
fluidity loss temperature . ............................. -40° С
alkaline number ............................................. 9.5 mg KoH/g

ENGINE OILS
FOR BIKE AND BOAT ENGINES

GEAR OIL
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10W-40 Moto
semi-synthetic
2Т

1L

48021043900

Semi-synthetic oil for lubrication of modern two-stroke gasoline engines of medium and high power
(chainsaws, snowmobiles, maps, motorcycles, mopeds, etc.)

4Т

1L

48021043899

Semi-synthetic motor oil for modern high-performance motorcycles, scooters and ATVs equipped with
four-stroke engines with an integrated or non-integrated gearbox with a clutch in an oil bath or a dry
clutch.

Outboard 2T
semi-synthetic
1L

48021043901

Semi-synthetic engine oil for modern two-stroke high-accelerated water-cooled outboard engines.
Used in outboard motors of most manufacturers: Mercury, Yamaha, Tohatsu, Susuki, Honda, Nissan, Johnson,
Selva etc.

75W-80 GL-4+
exceeds: API GL-4 +/ GL-5 • Toyota, Lexus JWS 227
Peugeot/Citroen (PSA) B71 2330, PSA 9730 A8, PSA 9730 A2
Renault JXX, NDX, PFX, PKX, TL4, TLX • Ford WSS-M2C-200-D2
Infinity PSF• BMW MTF LT-3, LT-4 • Nissan MT-XZ
1L
4L

48021238309
48021238310

20 L
200 L

48021238311
48021238312

Transmission oil is specially designed for mechanical transmissions and axles of cars and trucks, as well
as construction equipment. The development of the oil took into account the special requirements of
Renault and PSA, but it can be used equally for cars and other manufacturers. It has excellent antifriction
and antiwear properties. Can be used with extended replacement intervals (according to the unit manufacturer's recommendations). Ideal for a mixed fleet.
viscosity index .......................................... 124
flash point ................................................. 234° С
fluidity loss temperature . ........................ -40° С

75W-90 GL-4/GL-5
exceeds: API GL-4/GL-5 • MAN M3343 Type S
Scania STO 1:0 • ArvinMeritor 076-N • MB-Approval 235.8
ZF TE-ML 02B, 05B, 07A, 08, 12B, 16F, 17B, 19C, 21B
1L
4L
20 L

48021043905
48021043906
48021043907

Synthetic oil for mechanical transmissions and axles of cars and trucks, as well as construction equipment requiring viscosity according to SAE 75W-90 or 80W-90 and category according to API GL-4, GL-5
or MT-1.
viscosity index .......................................... 203
flash point ................................................. 230° С
fluidity loss temperature . ........................ -45° С

AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION FLUID

OLIVES
GEAR OIL
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80W-90 GL-4/GL-5

ATF II

exceeds: API GL-4/GL-5 • Scania STO 1:0 • MAN M3343
Type S • MB-Approval 235.8 • ArvinMeritor 076-N
ZF TE-ML 02B, 05B, 07A, 08, 12B, 16F, 17B, 19C, 21B

exceeds: Dexron IID • MAN 339 Type V1&Z1
ZF TE-ML 02F, 03D, 04D, 14A, 17C • Voith H 55.6335
MB-Approval 236.1

1L
4L

1L
4L
20 L

48021043902
48021043903

20 L
200 L

48021043904
48021043908

Gear oil for cars and trucks. Belongs to the class of Drive Line oils (for all types of drive). Due to the combined API GL-5 / GL-4 specification, this oil is suitable for most transmission units: from synchronized and
unsynchronized gearboxes to gearboxes with hypoid gearing. It has excellent anti-friction and anti-wear
properties. Can be used with extended replacement intervals (as recommended by the manufacturer of
the unit). Ideal for a mixed fleet of vehicles.
viscosity index ..........................................116
flash point ................................................. 233° С
fluidity loss temperature . ........................ -30° С

exceeds: API GL-5 • MB-Approval 235.8 • Scania STO 1:0
MAN M3343 Type S • ArvinMeritor 076-N
ZF TE-ML 02B, 05B, 07A, 08, 12B, 16F, 17B, 19C, 21B
48021043917
48021043918

20 L

48021043919

Synthetic gear oil based on high quality base oils and special additive composition, provides high performance characteristics in a wide temperature range. Designed to work in units of mechanical transmissions of cars and trucks operating in difficult conditions. All-season transmission oil has been specially
developed for heavily loaded hypoid gears, as well as for lubrication of units operating under harsh conditions and having recommendations on the use of oils corresponding to API GL-5.
viscosity index .......................................... 203
flash point ................................................. 230° С
fluidity loss temperature . ........................ -45° С

Universal working fluid for use in automatic transmissions, power steering and other hydraulic systems
of cars, trucks and construction equipment.

ATF III

85W-90 GL-5

1L
4L

48021043911
48021043912
48021043913

exceeds: Dexron III • MAN 339 Type V2&Z2
MERCON V • MB 236.5/236.9 • Allison C-4 & TES 389
Allison C-4 • Voith H 55.6336 • Volvo 97340, 97341
ZF TE-ML 04D, 14B, 16L, 17C
1L
4L
20 L

48021043914
48021043915
48021043916

Universal working fluid for automatic transmissions and power steering. Designed for cars and trucks,
buses, SUVs and construction equipment, for which fluids of at least DEXRON III are recommended.

BURNERS

HYDRAULIC OIL
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Hydro ISO 32

Hydro ISO 46

20 L
60 L
200 L

20 L
60 L
200 L

48021043917
48021043918
48021043919

48021043923
48021043924
48021043925

exceeds: AFNOR 48600 • DENISON HF-2, HF-0 VDMA 24318
ASLE 70-1, 70-2, 70-3 • DIN 51524 part 2 • US STEEL 126/127
HLP ISO 32 DAVID BROWN ET19, ET33 • M2950-SD/I-286-S3
Mineral-based hydraulic oil for use in hydraulic equipment. Specially designed to meet the requirements
for industrial hydraulic systems operating under high loads, pressures, temperatures or speeds.
It is recommended to use for hydraulic systems of the following types: Vickers, Gerotor, Gresen, HPM,
Denison, Cessna, Hydreco, Worthington, etc. Also applicable for lubrication of industrial equipment, gears,
pneumatic systems, etc. Contains anti-wear, anti-oxidant, anti-corrosion and anti-foam additives. It has
excellent demulsifying properties, high viscosity, low pour point and long service life.

COLLET BUTANE-PROPANE
BURNERS
Portable
soldering lamp
48021163589
The main advantage of this type of gas burner is that
its flame retains its shape at any angle. Unlike other
burners, the gas from the cylinder in this blowtorch
pre-evaporates completely, passing through a special
tube inside the nozzle. Therefore, even in the inverted
state, combustion remains stable and even.
The burner can be used for repair, construction, household and tourist purposes

Jewelry
gas burner
48021163590
This type of torch is ideal for soldering jewelry,
as well as components of refrigeration and air
conditioning systems or refrigeration units —
radiators, evaporators, metal pipes.

BURNERS

BURNERS
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Multifunctional
gas burner
48021163593
Typical multifunctional household gas burner
with piezo-fired trigger and rear-mounted gas
regulator.
It can be used for repair, construction, household and
tourist purposes.

General purpose
gas burner

Heavy duty
gas burner

48021163592

48021163591

A distinctive feature of this multifunctional gas burner is the
presence of additional internal hooks of the collet connection,
which provide increased reliability of fixing the burner to the
cylinder.

Thanks to the all-metal body, this gas burner
is reliably protected from mechanical damage, therefore, it is distinguished by increased
reliability and durability.

The burner is equipped with a trigger piezo ignition,
an overhead gas regulator and a flame diffuser.
The ceramic insert prevents the metal from overheating, extending the life of the burner.
It can be used for repair, construction, household
and tourist purposes.

The burner is equipped with flame
control and piezo ignition. The
ceramic insert prevents the metal
from overheating, extending the
life of the burner.
It can be used for repair, con
struction, household and tourist
purposes.

Portable
gas stove
48021163594
Compact tourist gas stove for heating and
cooking or boiling water. Equipped with piezo
ignition.

ACCESSORIES

BURNERS
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Compact
gas burner
48021167582
Compact household gas burner with combined piezo ignition and gas supply regulator. Equipped with a flame divider.
The ceramic insert prevents the metal from
overheating, extending the life of the burner.
It can be used for repair, construction,
household and tourist purposes.

Advertising vest
with logo AXXIS™
size M
size L
size XL

COLLET CYLINDERS
WITH BUTANE-PROPANE MIXTURE

48021131375
48021131377
48021131379

Glass scraper
17.5 × 8 сm
48021106927
26 × 13.5 сm 48021106926

All-season gas mixture
of butane and propane
220 g
350 g

48021163697
48021223039

Collet cylinder for household gas burners and tourist stoves. All-season
mixture of propane, butane and isobutane provides stable combustion at
ambient temperatures -10 … + 40 °C. Built-in valve safety valve CRV (Counterexplosion Release Valve) protects the cylinder from explosion in the event
of a sharp increase in internal pressure.

Refractometer
48021208497
AXXIS ™ offers high quality products. Exactly so that you
can see for yourself in this, a refractometer is added to
the range. Thanks to this device you can easily check
declared characteristics of technical liquids (antifreeze,
glass washers, AdBlue liquids, electrolytes, etc.).

Barrel pump
48021043909
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